Display advertising is a billion dollar business which is the primary income of many companies. In this scenario, real-time bidding optimization is one of the most important problems, where the bids of ads for each impression are determined by an intelligent policy such that some global key performance indicators are optimized. Due to the highly dynamic bidding environment, many recent works try to use reinforcement learning algorithms to train the bidding agents. However, as the probability of the occurrence of a particular state is typically low and the state representation in current work lacks sequential information, the convergence speed and performance of deep reinforcement algorithms are disappointing. To tackle these two challenges in the real-time bidding scenario, we propose ClusterA3C, a novel Advantage Asynchronous Actor-Critic (A3C) variant integrated with a sequential information extraction scheme and a clustering based state aggregation scheme. We conduct extensive experiments to validate the proposed scheme on a real-world commercial dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the state of the art methods in terms of either performance or convergence speed.
INTRODUCTION
Advertisement has always been the most profitable service for Internet companies. Especially with the proliferation of mobile devices and smart TVs, there have been an incredibly large number of impressions available for online advertising. Due to the massive amount and dynamic environment, automatic Real-Time Bidding (RTB) strategies play an important role in deciding which ads will be pushed to users, thus making bidding optimization a popular field in research [27] .
In an RTB system, there are mainly three stakeholders: online users, advertisers and the advertisement platform. The benefit of advertisers is that the cost of ads results in product conversions. Platform's profit is mostly related to the number of advertisers as well as the bidding price of each impression. Moreover, users' interest over the ad determines whether she would click and perform further conversion actions. This is a matter of how the user context matches with the ad context. As a result, the bidding process in display advertising is extremely complicated involving a super dynamic environment and many strategic agents.
A sketch of an ad system can be seen in Fig. 1 . It mainly consists of Publisher, Supply Side Platform (SSP), Data Management Platform (DMP), Ad Exchanges (ADX) and Demand Side Platform (DSP). In the bidding process, ADX and DSP are the core components, which are in charge of ad auction and selection in real time. DMP is used to process user information, content background etc. When an online user browses the website through Publisher, the SSP will send an ad request with processed information from DMP, and this request will become an ad bidding auction in DSP. The winning ad will be sent back for display.
Due to the importance and complexity of bidding optimization, many researches have studied this problem, yet this problem is far from being solved [23] . In particular, the bidding optimization problems ask for a strategy to determine the impression level bid price so that some Key Performance Indicators (KPI) could be optimized. Traditional methods to solve the bidding optimization problems typically make some strong assumptions and simplify the problem to a solvable case. One type of methods treat the environment stationary over time. They either design linear bidding strategy over some predicted KPIs [4, 17] , or solve the problem as a convex optimization problem from a perspective of expectation [29] . Another type of methods is to utilize feedback control strategies [28] , such as proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller and the waterlevelbased (WL) controller, to adjust the bid by controlling some KPIs of interests. The first type of methods lacks consideration of the strategic behavior of other agents and the dynamic environment [2] . The second type of methods are not flexible enough to consider all kinds of features that could influence the bidding process, such as the match between user and ad context.
With the latest development of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL), many researchers start to consider formulating the RTB process as Markov Decision Process and its variants, and then adopt RL based method to solve this problem. These methods consider dynamic environment. Meanwhile the input of the DRL based agents is more flexible, as the features of user context and ad context could also be used as input. Many issues of applying RL to solve RTB are discussed, such as the scalability of RL algorithms [23] , the budget constraint integrated with MDP [6] , as well as the cooperative and competitive relationship of multiple strategic agents [7] .
However there are still two major issues not considered in any existing work. (1) Sequential information is important in bidding decisions. The bidding decision would be more reliable if it is exposed to the sequential information in recent time. This could be justified by the fact that sequential information could usually imply a trend or causal relationship. Utilizing such information has a potential to learn a better bidding strategy compared to the strategies that only consider information of current state. (2) The state space is sparse. The state space is usually infinite continuous, containing characteristics such as pCTR, pCVR, user features and auction features.This makes it hard to explore the state space, thus unlikely to learn a generalizable RL model.
In this paper, we propose a novel model called ClusterA3C to tackle these two issues. Based on the existing famous Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) model, we integrate a sequential information extraction scheme and a clustering based state aggregation scheme to handle the aforementioned issues respectively. To solve the first issue, we extract the KPIs in recent time intervals as KPI curve and utilize the curve as an input to the A3C model. Experimental result shows that this method outperform the vanilla A3C model in RTB scenario. For the second issue, we propose to utilize GMM model to perform soft cluster on the KPI curves and feed the result to the value network of A3C model. We analyze that after clustering, the variance of gradient estimation of policy network would be reduced, while no additional bias will be introduced. Experimental result also verifies the superiority of the approach.
At last, we conduct extensive experiments on a large-scale realworld click-log data set. (1) We compare the performance of the proposed ClusterA3C model with the state of art RTB methods such as linear bidding strategy, PID and vanilla A3C. The experimental result shows that ClusterA3C outperforms other models in our data set. (2) We perform a case study of whether to adopt clustering approach to the policy network and value network of A3C model is better. The reward curve suggests that applying clustering approach to only value network leads to the best result. (3) We adjust some hyper parameters to discover their effects in the proposed schemes.
The contribution of this work is listed as follows:
(1) We formulate the RTB problem as Partial Observable Markov Decision Process and identify two critical issues when applying reinforcement learning algorithms. (2) We propose the ClusterA3C model integrating with a sequential information extraction scheme and a clustering based state aggregation scheme to handle the proposed issues, and analyze its performance. (3) We conduct extensive experiments on a large-scale realworld data set to verify the superiority of ClusterA3C.
RELATED WORK
Real Time Bidding (RTB). Bid optimization plays an important role in display advertising, impacting the benefits of both advertisers and ad platforms. The problem of bid optimization is to decide the bid for each ad impression such that some KPIs are optimized, such as the number of clicks [4ś6, 28] , the number of conversions [17, 26] and profits [23] . The challenges of this problem mainly focus on how to model the complicated bidding environment and how to compute the optimal bid in real time. The researches on the bidding optimization problem in RTB could be classified as two stages, traditional methods and reinforcement learning methods. Traditional methods for RTB mostly predict some KPIs of interests first and then calculate the bids according to the predicted results. These methods are based on the work of CTR and CVR predictions [5, 8, 26] . Xu et al. [25] conduct real-time bidding using budget pacing method, while [3] uses Sponsored Search (SS) method to handle RTB. Perlich et al. [17] proposed a linear bidding strategy according to the estimated conversion probability of the impression. Zhang et al. [29] formulated the bidding optimization problem as functional optimization problems from a view of expectation and calculated the optimal bids by solving convex optimization problems. The optimal bids are proved to be non linear on the predicted KPIs. Later on, Zhang et al. [28] further consider using feedback control strategies, such as proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller and the waterlevel-based (WL) controller, to adjust the bid provided by the linear bidding strategy. Traditional methods are typically fast to compute the bids and are widely used in real world. However these methods make strong assumptions that the bidding environment is static, which may bring in significant bias and thus make the results of KPIs not satisfiable. As a result, in real world, companies usually adjust the bids calculated from the bidding strategy by multiplying a manually configured coefficient.
Reinforcement Learning (RL) method is broadly used in nowadays applications, such as dialog system [11] , image vision [18] and robot control [12] . Considering the dynamics of the bidding environment, many researchers start to adopt reinforcement learning based methods for RTB in recent years [13, 30] . Cai et al. [4] firstly formulate RTB as Markov Decision Process (MDP). They calculated the value function of the current episode according to the estimated pCTR using Dynamic Programming [9] , and then set bids according to the value function. Du et al. [6] considered the budget constraint and formulated the RTB problem as a Constrained Markov Decision Process. In order to propose scalable and distributed reinforcement learning scheme, Wang et al. [23] adopted Deep Asynchronous Q Network to learn the bidding agents. They utilized CNN to extract features from the text description of the auction and fed the features to DQN agents asynchronously. Jin et al. [7] considered the auction game as multi agent reinforcement learning and adopted DDPG based approach to solve it. Cluster Techniques in Reinforcement Learning. In many real world problems, the state space of the MDP is large. To tackle challenges such as curse of dimensionality and generalization issue of the RL models, many researches seek to find compact representations of states and actions. This is typically done via some clustering techniques. The intuition is that after clustering either states or actions, we can apply the experience learned from some cases to other similar cases.
Some of researches proposed to aggregate state to reduce the size of state space. Singh et al. [19] proposed to aggregate states via soft clustering method, which means, instead of belonging to a specific cluster, each state is associated with all the clusters and its similarity to all the clusters are utilized. They combined soft state aggregation with Q learning and proved that the cluster process and learning process would eventually converge. Mandel et al. [14] also considered clustering states, where the state space is discrete. They proposed Thompson Sampling based clustering scheme to balance exploration and exploitation while clustering states and they utilized Bayesian approach to merge two similar clusters.
Not only state space, some researches also consider clustering action space [10, 15] and even state action pairs [20] . The thought of cluster actions as options are also known as hierarchical reinforcement learning [10] which is widely explored. The typical topic of hierarchical reinforcement learning is focus on how to learn the RL model with options. Mannor et al. [15] considered how to cluster the actions as options. They proposed two schemes to cluster actions. The first scheme is clustering by topology, where the actions are clustered according to the information of state transitions. The other scheme is clustering by value, whose intuition is that the actions receiving low rewards have similarity and the agents should exit such states.
PRELIMINARIES 3.1 oCPA Model
Display Advertising realm has witnessed several developments, and the relationship between advertisers and platforms also goes through great changes. However, there is one rule that never changes: advertisers only care about product conversions while the job of the platforms is to increase the impression for each ad. The gap between both sides depends on the following process. As is shown in Fig. 2 , a winning ad is firstly been displayed to online users, which is called impressions. Then the user will click the ad if she is interested in it, which is called click. After an impression, the probability of being clicked is called click through rate (in short, CTR). Users are able to receive a product web after the click, and the final step should be conversion, which means downloading an app or buying the products. The probability from a click to a conversion is called conversion rate (in short, CVR).
In the advertising market, here are several pricing model: (1) costper-mille (in short, CPM). It is the most basic model in which the transactions is totally based on the number of impression, where the platforms are due to earn a stable flow of money. However, advertisers cannot easily control their budget because of the unknown CTR and CVR. (2) cost-per-click (in short, CPC) is a performance-based pricing model, that is, only when user clicks the ad can the platform get paid. In this model, both the advertisers and platforms take risks due to the challenge of CTR and CVR prediction. (3) cost-per-action (in short, CPA) is favored by advertisers, because their payments are aligned with product conversions. However, this way requires platforms to allocate impression properly, so as to make profits for each advertiser.
In this paper, we introduce another pricing model, called optimized cost-per-action (in short, oCPA), in which advertisers are supposed to set a target CPA price, denoted by CPA t ar дet , for each conversion and platforms will charge by each click. The main challenge here is that the bidding algorithm in the platform side should make sure that the Cost advertisers make is close to their expected payment, as shown in Eqn. (1) .
Suppose we have ad set ad i ∈ A, in each bidding round r j ∈ R, our smart agent will generate a cpcbid j i for each ad i . Meanwhile, the agent is also required to predict CVR and CTR (in short, pCVR and pCTR) in order to compute the estimated cost-per-mille bid (in short, eCPM).
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After ranking, the highest ad will be chosen for display and the corresponding advertiser will be charged by the CPC bid of the second ad (cpcbid second ), which is called generalized second price auction [22] . In a word, the agent's final routine is to generate proper cpcbid, provide impression for the highest ad, and then charge the advertiser by cpcbid second . Overall, the bid should meet,
RTB as a POMDP
RTB could be formulated as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [4, 6, 7, 23] . In this section, we briefly introduce the concepts used in POMDP and how to formulate RTB as a POMDP.
An MDP could be represented by a 5-tuple (S, A, P, R, ρ). S is a set of states, where the initial state is drawn from distribution ρ.
A is a set of actions. P : S × A × S → [0, 1] is a set of transition distribution, where P(s, a, s ′ ) specifies the probability of going to state s ′ when taking action a at state s. R : S × A → R is a set of reward, where R(s, a) specifies reward of action a taken at state s. In a POMDP, the current state is not fully observable, where we could only observe information from observation space O. In RTB, the overall information of each auction is not fully observable, which makes it a POMDP. In this paper, without ambiguity, we still use the term state for RTB even though it is better to call it observation.
A POMDP is usually evolved in multiple discrete-time finitehorizon episodes. In each episode, the time steps are denoted by 1, 2, . . . ,T and a trajectory of state transitions is denoted by τ = (s 0 , a 0 , s 1 , a 1 , . . . , a T −1 , s T ). The return of a trajectory τ is
The problem of reinforcement learning in POMDP is to learn a policy π with a t ∼ π (s t ), such that the return of the trajectory is maximized. In the rest of this section, we define how to formulate RTB by defining the concepts of POMDP in RTB.
Episode. In RTB, an episode is defined as the process of an ad's auction campaign in one day. In real world, the information to calculate cpcbid is updated at the end of some fixed size time intervals. Hence we only consider the state at the end of each time interval. As a result, if the size of a time interval is δ minutes, then the number of time steps in an episode is T = 24 × 60/δ .
State. According to [6] , directly using the high dimensional user feature vector as the state in the Markov model is very difficult because of the sparsity of the data. Therefore, in this paper, we utilize the cumulated cost and gross merchandise value (GMV) as state, i.e. s t = ⟨Cost t , GMV t ⟩, where Cost t and GMV t are defined in Eqn. (4) and (5) respectively. Note that the cumulated cost is a KPI describing the situation of the left hand side in Eqn. (3), while cumulated GMV is describing right hand side.
conversions n × CPA t ar дet (5) Action. In the real world social ad platform, the bids of ads are usually computed by many modules and manually configured rules. As a result, the RL bidding agent is typically passed a bid as input and intelligently output an adjusted bid. Hence in our problem the action is an adjustment factor α t such that cpcbid t is calculated according to Eqn. (6) . Note that the range of α t is [1 − LB, 1 + U B], where LB and U B are called the adjustment amplitudes which are hyper parameters.
Reward. In RTB applications, we have two main objectives, one is to meet Eqn. (3), which can be described by achievement bias,
since achievement bias is usually positive (charge slightly more than advertisers' expectation), our first goal is to minimize bias. Of course, there is an official term from market called return on investment (ROI), which is defined by G MV Cost . Based on an acceptable ROI, our second goal is to maximize conversions, so as to make more profits, which equivalents to enlarge GMV.
To balance the aforementioned two goals, we propose two subrewards corresponding to the two goals and set the reward as a linear combination of the sub-rewards, as shown in Eqn. (8) ∼ (10). Reward b is the sub-reawrd for minimizing bias, where a smaller bias will lead to a higher reward. Reward д is the sub-reward for maximizing GMV, where a higher GMV will lead to higher reward. Note that in Eqn. (9) , GMV base referes to the the averaged GMV extracted from history. The role of GMV base is a scale factor of GMV so that it would be nearly within [0, 1]. Hence the value of GMV base need not to be very accurate. The hyper parameters β b and β д are controlling the relative weight of the two sub-rewards, which satisfy β b + β д = 1 and β b , β д > 0.
METHODOLOGY 4.1 Challenges in RTB
The challenge of designing a good bidding policy is in many folds. We will introduce two basic challenges in RTB, which motivates us to propose a state aggregation scheme to tackle these challenges. Requirement of sequential information. Intuitively, if we ask a person to make a bidding decision, she might refer to the information about some KPIs of interests in recent auction campaigns, before she could decide the bid. For example, if she discover that the total conversion number of ad in recent auctions is declining, she might think that this is because the impression is declining due to the low bid price. Then she will increase the bid price in the Figure 3 : ClusterA3C Framework. We have four stages in our model. The first stage is feature extraction, we extract ad feature, user feature and other relative features from the original source. The second stage is that based on the window size, we compute GMV curve and Cost curve for each bidding round. In the third stage, we cluster these curves and calculate simpler GMM representations. In the fourth stage, we combine different representations and then feed it to the RL network.
following auction campaigns. This example shows that it makes more sense to make bidding decisions based on the sequential information in the recent auctions, instead of solely on current state. Therefore, in our model, we consider grouping the sequential information of KPIs as KPI curves to replace the state input. Sparsity of state occurrence. As the states are drawn in an infinite continuous state space, a specific state might hardly appear twice during the auction campaigns, especially when states contain sequential information. This makes it extremely tough to accurately learn an approximation of the value function. Moreover, the cost of exploration is very high due to this issue. As a result, it is of great importance that the states space is mapped to a lower dimensional, hopefully finite space. With the assumption that similar states share similar transition distribution and reward distribution, using the clustering method as a mapping function of state appears to be a good choice, which would reduce the difficulty of exploration and value function approximation.
State Aggregation for Deep RL
We define the cost curve as c t = ⟨Cost t −L+1 , . . . , Cost t ⟩, and the GMV curve as g t = ⟨GMV t −L+1 , . . . , GMV t ⟩, where L is a hyper parameter of window size. Note that if t − k < 1 (0 < k ≤ L − 1), then the Cost t −k and GMV t −k is set to zero. Then we obtain the aggregated stateŝ t using state mapping function ϕ(·), as shown in Eqn. (11) . The state mapping function ϕ(·) could be either an identify function, which maps the state to itself, or a function that maps state to a lower dimension space, e.g. a mapping based on clustering. The effect of different state mapping functions shall be discussed later.ŝ
After we obtain the aggregated state, we can feed it as the input to a DRL model to obtain an action, i.e. adjustment factor. In this paper, we adopt the Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) model [16] , which is widely used in real world, because of is scalability and reliability. We will introduce how to combine our state aggregation scheme with the traditional A3C model, as well as how different state aggregation policies will influence the performance of A3C.
At first, let us briefly introduce some basic concepts in an A3C model. An A3C model contains a global network and multiple local networks which run in parallel. The local networks are responsible for sampling trajectories from environment with fixed network parameters, and then update its gradient learned from the trajectories to the global network. The job of the global network is to gather the experience learned from each local network and response to external queries. After a period of episodes, the local network will update its parameters by pulling them from the global network. Note that the global network and local networks share the same network structure.
The network structure for A3C contains two sub networks, which are called policy network (also known as actor) and value network (also known as critic). Policy network is a neural network based implementation of the policy π θ (a t |s t ), which refers to a stochastic policy with parameter θ . Value network is a neural network based approximation of the value function V (s t ), which is typically used to reduce the variance of the estimation of policy's gradient.
Integrated with our state aggregation scheme, the policy network and value network are fed with the aggregated state as input. Assume that the aggregated state using mapping function ϕ p (·) is fed to the policy network, and the aggregated state using mapping function ϕ v (·) is fed to the value network.
To train the policy network, the most intuitive idea is to perform an SGD-based method towards the gradient of policy network. Recall that the goal of the reinforcement problem is to maximize the total return
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where E τ [·] is short for E τ ∼P,π [·].
Taking gradient of the expectation with respect to the parameters, and we have
Since it is impossible to traverse the whole trajectory set to estimate the gradient defined in Eqn. (18) , it is empirical to sample some trajectories and then calculate the averaged gradient as an unbiased estimation of the gradient. Suppose the sampled trajectories form set D, then Eqn. (18) could be rewritten as Eqn. (15) .
(15) The sampling approach will introduce variance, which could be large as the number of sampled trajectories is usually not large due to the sample efficiency issue. To reduce the variance of estimated gradient, it is empirically better to add a baseline b(s t ) which is independent of the policy used, shown as Eqn. (16) .
Note that after adding the baseline, the estimation of the gradient remains unbiased [24] . Moreover, if the baseline is selected as the value function, as defined in Eqn. (17) , the variance of gradient estimation will be lower [24] .
As value function could not be known without additional sampling, the value network is responsible to provide an approximation of the real value function. Finally the gradient of the policy network is as shown in Eqn. (18) .
To train the value network, we utilize the mean square error of the value network output and the collected future reward as the loss function. The gradient is as shown in Eqn. (19) .
Clustering Method for KPI Curves
In the scenario of RTB, an intuition is that given similar KPI curves, the same bidding strategy might result in similar reward. For example, when two GMV curves are both declining, the strategy of raising bid is helpful in both cases. This motivates us to utilize clustering method as the mapping function towards the KPI curves (in our setup, Cost curves and GMV curves). Therefore, in this section, we propose to perform soft cluster over the KPI curves using the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
Suppose we are handling the KPI curve C t where C could be either c for cost curve or g for GMV curve. Also assume that there are K clusters of the KPI curve, where K is a hyper parameter. Then we will utilize GMM to generate a weight vector recording the affinity of curve C t to each cluster. This weight vector is used as ϕ C (C t ).
Let us firstly discuss the offline scenario where we have a set of N KPI curves {C 1 , . . . , C N } and we are performing soft clustering to calculate the affinity of each curve towards each cluster. In GMM, the conditional probability of C i over cluster j follows a Gaussian distribution, which means
On the other hand, the prior probability of each cluster is supposed to follow a Multinomial distribution Multinomial(u) where u j > 0, j u j = 1 and p(z i = j) = u j .
Overall the log-likelihood of the KPI curve data set is
Then we can perform the famous EM algorithm to iteratively estimate the parameters u, µ and Σ. In E-step, we calculate for each C i and cluster j,
In M-step, we calculate for each cluster j,
The E-step and M-step are iterated until convergence. Finally,
Adaptive Cluster Scheme
It is not realistic to firstly obtain a set of KPI curve and then estimate the parameters of GMM. Hence we adopt an online version of EM algorithm to adaptively update the parameters of GMM. Given a running sample C i , based on the current GMM model, we can firstly calculate the posterior probabilities {w (i) j } according to Eqn. (22) . Then for M-step, we apply a step-wise update procedure, shown as follows.
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Selection of Mapping Function
In this section, we will analyze the influence of clustering based mapping function towards the performance of the A3C model. For policy network, if we adopt clustering based mapping function to ϕ p (s t ), then we might introduce a bias due to the reward setup. As shown in Eqn. (18) , the reward is obtain with respect to the raw state s t and action a t . To train the policy network with respect to ϕ p (s t ), it requires us to define a new reward with respect to ϕ p (s t ) and a t . Hence directly using Eqn. (18) to update θ p will introduce bias. However, if we make an assumption that for similar KPI curves, their reward distributions are also similar, then the bias introduced by the mismatch of reward shall be rather small.
For value network, if we adopt clustering based mapping function to ϕ v (s t ), then the value network will be easier to learn, but we also bring in bias due to mismatch of reward. According to [21] , value function are easier to learn and more generalizable with lower dimensional state space. Hence V (ϕ v (s t )) will be closer to V π (s t ) than V (s t ) which refers to the value network trained according to the raw state. On the other hand, the issue of reward mismatch also applies to value network. However, with the aforementioned assumption, the bias introduced by reward mismatch is considered to be less influential than the simplification of the learning process of value network. As a result, the variance of the gradient of the policy network (Eqn. (18) is supposed to be reduced.
To summarize, theoretically, it is better to adopt the clustering based mapping function to the value network while using raw state for the policy network. This will reduce the variance of policy network's gradient without introducing additional bias.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we apply our clustering model to the real commercial dataset. Firstly, we will give a detailed description of the data and introduce the statistics. Then based on our business, we put forth a comprehensive metric, Rscore, to evaluate our model. We also carefully choose several relative state-of-the-art baselines for comparison. The overall model evaluation will be conduct over Rscore and we also cover a case study and a yper-parameter tuning experiment to show some special superiority of our model. Dataset Information. The experiment are conduct on realworld ad click logs. The data is collected during 5 consecutive days from 20190107 to 20190111. There are nearly 10,000 ads in each day with huge clicks and conversions. Based on the real-world business, each bidding interval is set to be 10 minutes, so there shall be 144 bidding sessions for each ad per day. We show the basic statistics for this dataset in Table 1 .
Experiment Setup
We draw the distributions of bias, clicks, conversions and CPA t ar дet , to provide an overview in Fig. 4 . Since the distributions are similar across different days, we only report that of 20190109.
Settings & Implementation. We use PyTorch to implement our model. All the experiments are conducted on on two Linux machine with 128 GB memory and 56 CPUs.
Evaluation Protocol.
oCPA mode aims to maximize conversions while advertisers budgets are within their expectations. To evaluate this goal, we design an overall metric considering benefits from both advertisers and platforms. It is called Rscore, the formula is shown as follows,
Where m is the number of ads on a daily basis. U (con i ) is the upper boundary of variance of bias within 5 consecutive days, and the upper (U) and lower (L) boundary function is defined by, U (con i ) = CPA + 1.96 × V ar (CPA) /CPA t ar дet − 1, (31) L(con i ) = CPA − 1.96 × V ar (CPA) /CPA t ar дet − 1, (32) Loss(bias) is a cost function to evaluate how good the bias status is, and there are two hyper-parameters α and β to control two extreme cases,
.
(33) The higher the Rscore, the more satisfactory the advertiser and platforms will be.
Baseline Method.
We carefully choose several methods to compare with our model in the experiments. The details of these models can be found below.
• PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative Controller) [1] : PID is frequently used in online large-scale systems, because it is simple to compute and free from training. We use PID as a baseline to show the superiority of RL model. • LinBid (Linear Bidding Strategy) [17] : Linear bidding strategy is a traditional way to conduct real-time bidding in ad system. Researchers use pCVR and pCTR as direct indicators to generate bid in online algorithm. Since LinBid does not capture the sequential information, we choose LinBid to show that the basic linear combination of features is not powerful in RTB problem. • A3C (Asynchronously Advantage Actor-Critic) [16] : A3C is greatly used in all kinds of applications, including RTB. It presents the power of RL model in highly dynamic and complex problem. However, in real-world, state sparsity may lead to poor performance. We choose basic A3C as a comparison to our Cluster A3C, which reduces the state space and outperform the basic A3C in this problem. • SeqA3C (Sequence A3C with LSTM layers): In RTB, the previous bidding results is served as a basis for the next bidding, thus, sequential information between different rounds of bid auction is of great significance. We insert an LSTM layer in A3C in this model. • ClusterA3C (Clustering A3C): we proposed Cluster A3C in this paper due to the understanding that sequential information is important, and that different ads in the similar state may tend to favor the same action. In the experiment, we will provide detailed analysis to interpret this assumption.
General Comparison Result
In this section, we compare our proposed model with four baselines over GMV, Cost and Rscore in Table 2 . Each model is based on 200 iteration training process, and we report the average results of 5 days' data. Note that due to the privacy law of our company, we cannot report the absolute value for GMV and Cost, we then show the relative results of all model over PID. First, we can observe that PID gives a moderate result, which beats LinBid in a great margin with more GMV and less Cost. We think that in LinBid, the linear combination does not work in RTB dynamic setting. Basic A3C shows similar performance as PID. PID is a simple model, based on the negative feed back from the environment. A3C utilizes the power of RL, but due to the highly dynamics of RTB environment, it suffers a lot from the noise. SeqA3C presents to have a better performance over PID. We think that the additional LSTM layer is able to gather temporal information, and then uses it to help sequential decision making. ClusterA3C is even better in terms of these indicators. Instead of use a general LSTM to extract temporal relationship, ClusterA3C uses a specially designed mapping function transforming the original curves into usable feature representation, then feeds it into the agent. This hand-made mapping can help guide our agent towards a clear direction, and show its superiority in RTB problem.
Case Study
We directly compare the reward curve in Fig. 5 of different state combination. It is easy to conclude that when the actor uses the original state and the critic uses the mapped state, the model yields the best result as stated in Sec. 4.5.
In our experiment, it is interesting that after around 60 iterations, each combination converge. The highest is raw state for actor and mapped state for critic. We can observe that the worse case is feeding the mapped state for actor and the raw state for critic. We think that this is because the actor (policy network) takes actions based on the original environment, and the mapping can bring bias to its training. However, the function of critic (value network) is free from the original environment, so it can learn well based on a easier state representation. The original state may contain some noise, which will misguide the critic towards the wrong direction. Therefore, we deem that it is better for critic to utilize mapped state.
Cluster Size and Window Size
In this section, we discuss the hyper-parameters in our ClusterA3C, specially, the cluster number in Fig. 6 and window size in Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 6 , the window size is set to be 20. We can observe that when the cluster number ranges from 5 to 200, the Rscore firstly goes up, and then drops down. We conclude that in the beginning, the larger the cluster number, the more precise this mapping function can be, so that the performance becomes better. And then when the cluster number becomes even larger, GMM representation size explodes, leading to a new stage of state sparsity. Therefore, in our setting, we find that when the cluster size is chosen between 20 to 50, the model will give an excellent result.
In Fig. 7 , the cluster size is set to be 25. We report the Rscore in terms of curve window size. The choice of size begins from 1, which means no window, and the largest size is set to be 80 (total length is 144). As we can see, when the window size becomes larger, we get a better Rscore result. This is because the window contains temporal information between different states in different time steps. When the window is larger, we can extract more temporal dependence, And it is interesting that with window becomes larger, the lift of result is milder, indicating that a extremely large window is not necessary. In our problem, we deem that a window size of 20 might be a good choice.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose ClusterA3C, a novel A3C variant integrated with a sequential information extraction scheme and a clustering based state aggregation scheme. The purpose of integration with these schemes is to tackle two critical issues when applying RL methods on RTB problems. The first issue is caused by the lack of sequential information, while the second issue is the sparsity of state occurrence. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to utilize clustering approach to aggregate KPI curves as states to solve RTB problems. We examine the effect of using the state aggregation scheme on the policy network and value network and conclude that applying the state aggregation scheme solely to value network will reduce the variance of the policy network's gradient estimation, without introducing additional bias. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on a large-scale real-world data set to verify the performance of ClusterA3C. Experimental results show that ClusterA3C outperforms the state of art baselines.
